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The Inquest and subsequent civil claims 
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Why inquest matters to civil claim 

• Evidence gathering – disclosure – discretion 
• Hospital & GP records, complaints documentation, SUIR,

• Witnesses and statements
• Assessment

• Experts commissioned
• Report

• Conclusion given
• Neglect 

• Impression
• Admissions

BUT Coroner no power to award costs 
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Principles of costs recovery : 
Gibson : relevance – use – linked to D  

➢ Starting point : inquest costs can be recovered by successful C 
in civil claim if they are ‘of and incidental’ to the civil claim -
Senior Courts Act 1981 s.51(1) – reasonableness & 
proportionality stil follow : CPR 44

➢ Re Gibson’s Settlement Trusts [1981] Ch 179

➢ Ross v Owners of Bowbelle [1997] Lld Rep 196 

➢ Roach v Home Office [2010] QB 256

➢ Powell v Chief Constable of West Midlands – 2018 

➢ Douglas v Ministry of Justice [2018] 1 WLUK 18

➢ Fullick v Commissioner of Police for Metropolis [2019]

- See also LC Exceptional Funding Guidance ( Inquests) 2018

Exceptional Funding Guidance – inquests 
June 2018 

Funding for representation at inquests is currently provided under 
the exceptional case funding scheme. The Lord Chancellor’s 
guidance, which lists the factors caseworkers must consider when 
granting funding, will be updated to better support families going 
through the application process.

The guidance now makes it clear that legal aid is likely to be 
awarded for representation of the bereaved at an inquest following 
the non-natural death or suicide of a person detained by police, in 
prison or in a mental health unit.

It adds that particular consideration should be given to the 
circumstances of the bereaved, for example the distress and anxiety 
suffered as a result of the death, when caseworkers are deciding 
whether to apply the financial means test.
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Roach v Home Office 2010 (1) 

Facts : 

➢ 2004 : Suicide in prison 

➢ 2005 : parents obtain LA ‘exceptional’ funding ; 

➢ March 2007 : 14 day inquest March : counsel & sols – narrative 
verdict : no training & safeguards ; 

➢ June 2007 : claim  in negligence and HRA 

➢ Oct 2007 : settled £10,000 + reasonable costs  - C’s costs £67,000 –
90% inquest ; 

➢ May 2008 : Senior Costs Master → ½ inquest costs : assist coroner & 
obtain evidence necessary for civil claim 

➢ C appeals proportion 

➢ D : inquest has to take place irrespective of civil claim – not court 
proceeding – no power to award costs

Roach v Home Office 2010 (2) 

Davis J 

➢ no rule that costs in one set of proceedings were never  recoverable 
as costs ‘of and incidental’ to another set of proceedings

➢ Purpose of attending inquest not decisive – relevance to civil 
proceedings central – as were reasonableness and proportionality

➢ Gibsons’ Trust : principles ✴︎✶prove use and service in claim 
✶relevance to issue(s) in claim ✶connected to D’s role

➢ Ross v Bowbelle 1997 – liability admitted before inquest : costs 
allowed for attendance at inquest to establish PSLA evidence

➢ “ The purpose of an inquest is not to be equated with the purpose (or 
relevance) of attendance at an inquest ” 

Appeal allowed : public funding not a bar : essential to have regard to 
relevance of attendance to subsequent civil claim and to reasonableness 
and proportionality of costs incurred
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Take …the case of a parent attending an inquest with lawyers, with 
no purpose at all of initiating subsequent civil proceedings 
…motivated solely by a desire to help reveal the true position for 
the purposes of the inquest. If such a parent is so disconcerted by 
what emerges at the inquest as….to change …her mind and to start 
civil proceedings, there can be no reason at all….for thereafter 
entirely precluding a claim for costs of attending the inquest, as 
being incidental to the civil proceedings, simply because at the time 
of the inquest there was no purpose of obtaining evidence to assist 
the civil proceedings. Conversely, suppose the case of a parent or 
other relative whose sole purpose in attending, with lawyers, the 
inquest is with a view to obtaining evidence to assist in 
contemplated civil proceedings. There can, in my view, be no 
reason for such a person subsequently to claim to be entitled to 
100% of such costs, as incidental to the civil proceedings, simply 
because that was his or her sole purpose at the time. 

Powell v C C of West Midlands  2018 
(1)  - Bailii

Facts : 

➢ 2003 : death in custody in police van ‘tragic and appalling 
death’ 

➢ 2005 : claim issued by family members – stayed pending trial

➢ 2006 : 10 officers tried and acquitted 

➢ 2009 : 29 day inquest : jury : death hastened by being struck 
by police van, sprayed with CS gas, hit by baton and 
restrained on ground

➢ 2015 : claims settled : accepted jury verdict, 
apologised,published 96 page report of lessons learned

➢ Costs : £1,603,000 : £650,000 inquest attendance;  

Senior Costs Master Judge Gordon-Saker
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Powell (2) 

….the court has to take a fairly broad, realistic, approach to the 
questions of (1) whether the inquest work proved of use and service in 
the civil claim, was relevant to issues in the civil claim, or was attributable 
to the Defendant’s conduct and (2) whether the work was necessary 
and reasonable. I bear in mind in particular the emphasis placed 
on relevance by Davis J in Roach. It seems to me that the costs of 
attending the inquest to hear the evidence, to cross-examine the 
non-family witnesses and to obtain disclosure from the Defendant 
all easily fall within the Gibson’s strands and are, in principle, 
recoverable. Insofar as work was done which was ancillary to that 
evidence gathering, it is also in principle recoverable. I have in mind 
corresponding with the coroner or attending a pre-inquest review if 
that was necessary to avoid limitation of the evidence that would be 
given.

Douglas v Ministry of Justice (2018)  -
Bailii

Facts :

➢ 2013 : 18 year-old suicide following transfer from YOI to adult 
prison

➢ Sept 2014 : Failings identified by Ombudsman report

➢ Nov 2014 : Claim issued by mother : HRA (2,3,8) & negligence 

➢ Jan 2015 : GLS notified – claim stayed pending inquest 

➢ 2015 : PIRs : April/July/Sept 

➢ Oct 2015 : liability admitted to claims on form – ‘explore’ 
settlement – damages & vindication outstanding

➢ ‘My client does not consider it appropriate to address specific 
failings until the inquest has concluded. I can confirm that an 
apology in general terms will be forthcoming in due course, the 
precise wording of which is currently being finalised…” 

➢ Post Inquest : C accepts  P.36 :£13,500 – Inquest costs :£83,000
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Douglas v MoJ 2017 (2) 

➢ Inquest considered potential failings of wide range of 
organisations

Master Leonard : 

➢ Wrong to disallow all time spent at inquest 

➢ New evidence of failures emerged  not irrelevant

➢ Work on apportioning liability did not meet Gibson test 

➢ Submissions designed to secure a verdict recoverable 

➢ ‘the recoverability of the costs relating to the remainder of the 
inquest proceedings depended on the extent to which the work done 
on a given day contributed to securing disclosure or witness 
evidence from the defendant’ 

Fullick v Commissioner of Police 
(2019)

Facts :

➢ Death of adult attending police station as witness 

➢ June 2015 : PIR 

➢ March 2016 : Family issue claim : stayed

➢ Sept 2016 : 2nd PIR 

➢ Oct 2016 :  7 day inquest – methadone & alcohol & inadequate 
police practice

➢ March 2017 : settles for £ 18,000 – costs: £122,000 

➢ Costs Master : all costs recoverable (assessed at £88,000) as 
proportionate within CPR 44.3(5) – substantial proportion of 
inquest costs recoverable
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Fullick v Commissioner of Police (2) 

“…this inquest…went a lot further than evidence gathering…it 
was very largely determining the issues and that is why 
settlement was capable of being reached without the civil 
proceedings having really needing to be progressed.”

Costs of preparation for the inquest :

“this is actually having input into the inquest to ensure that the 
evidence is before the coroner should be considering, and the 
jury as it emerged, and expect a liability and I think it just 
artificial to say that work done and preparation for the inquest in 
taking those steps that somehow is not part of the civil claim. I see 
this all as, so far, as preparatory to the civil claim."

."

Fullick v Commissioner of Police (3) 

Slade J :

o Gibson test still relevant 

o Relevance : fact sensitive

o Relevant that by time of inquest D had not conceded cause of 
death or defects in procedure

o PIR hearings : causation evidence – questions for expert

o Issues raised in civil claim not only financial – HRA claim

o Ask : has inquest outcome led to civil claim compromise

o ‘It may be necessary and would be prudent to stand back to consider 
whether the total costs of participation in the Inquest are 
proportionate to its utility and relevance to outstanding issues in 
the civil claim.” 

o Appeal allowed on limited items
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AVMA issues : 

➢ Admissions at door of coroner’s court 

➢ Recovering costs as a head of damage in a civil claim settling 
ahead of inquest 

➢ Demonstrating attempts to settle post-inquest to shore up 
inquest costs

➢ Fullick 

➢ Using Article 2 to make an HRA claim – Rabone’s heirs

➢ Smith v (1) Lancashire & others

Admissions at the door of the 
Coroner’s court

Scenario : death of newborn child in hospital – psychological 
reaction of parents – internal investigation – SUIR – inquest : 
PIR – expert & witnesses – claim intimated – admission on 
morning of inquest

➢ Attendance justified ? 

➢ Subsequent risk on costs ? 

Response : Questions remain for parents 

Regulation 28 – PFD report 

See Roach & Fullick

Costs : Involvement of parent in process of inquest 
investigation prompts settlement
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Claim settles pre-inquest : seeking to 
recover inquest costs as future loss

Unusual scenario :

➢ Fatality on bridge construction site – HSE prosecution –
inquest adjourned – civil FAA claim settled – family want to 
attend inquest to urge regulation 28 prevent future death 
report – What’s your view ? 

➢ Clin neg claim against separate medics in private care –
judgment against D1 : damages to be assessed – liability claim 
continuing against D2 – coroner adjourns inquest pending 
conclusion of liability trial – attendance at inquest? What’s 
your view ?

❑In principal no bar to claiming the costs of attendance 
as part of FAA claim as future loss 

Using Article 2 to bring a claim where 
FAA does not apply 

➢ Under FAA 1976 s.1A bereavement award : excludes parents 
and siblings of adult child 

➢ Under HRA 1998 – s.6 : NHS Trust is a ‘public authority’

➢ s.7 : bringing proceedings : show that victim of unlawful act –
broadly cast : parents and siblings ; s.8(3) – grant of 
relief/remedy = damages – ‘just satisfaction’ Art.41/CHR

➢ Article 2 : positive operational obligation to protect patients

➢ Rabone [2012] : 

➢ ECtHR : family members can bring claims 

➢ Settling 1934 Act estate claim not renounce Art 2 claim

➢ Redress for non-pecuniary damage : admission of fault does not 
extinguish victim status  : £10,000 

➢ Parkinson [2018]  - the limits of an Article 2 claim in clinical setting –
systemic v specific failure  ( Humberstone 2010)
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Smith v Lancashire Teaching Hospitals 
(2017 ) 

Facts : 

➢ S & B live together as man and wife ; never married 

➢ B dies – Trusts admits negligence – FAA claim under s.1

➢ Not entitled to bereavement damages under s.1A

➢ Declaration of incompatibility 

➢ Fatal Accidents Act 1976 ( Remedial) Order 2019 :

two key changes:

to make bereavement damages available to claimants who 
cohabited with the deceased person for a period of at least two years 
immediately prior to the death; and

where both a qualifying cohabitant and a spouse is eligible 
(e.g. separated but not divorced), the award would be divided 
equally. 


